THE SANBORN HIGH
SCHOOL INDIAN
CELEBRATING THE CLASS OF 1966 50TH CLASS REUNION
“THE LAST CLASS TO GRADUATE FROM SANBORN SEMINARY”
AND

50 YEARS AS SANBORN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, KINGSTON, NH

THE CONCEPT WAS
INSPIRED BY MEMORIES
AND THE SANBORN LOGO
OF TODAY.
After concept, the most direct approach was to illustrate the
finished image as a pencil sketch directly on the block to
determine proportion and angle of view. Since this was to be
high relief, the amount of distortion from side views needed to
be imagined. It is similar to looking at a quarter. It looks good
face on but as you move to a side view, it gets flat, yet your eye
sees George Washington as 3D.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
Where to begin? Blocking in from the outside keeps me from starting
with the face and eventually losing the constraints that the block
size has pre-determined. I want to insure the headdress is right for
lettering.

The depth of my finished piece must also be determined from the side since
the depth is the most restrictive of all. I begin to estimate depth and view
distortion from both right and left sides. The right side will be the deepest.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
Once depth and outside constraints are established, the next step is
to begin working on the face and depth, creating the illusion of a full
face in relief. This is a “reductive” process so I leave excess wood to
be removed over time. The process now slows down considerably.

Because of the fixed size of the block, carving too much too soon could end
the project beyond repair. Note in picture 4 the markings on the side of
the block. I had to extend the location of the eyes, nose, mouth and chin
because the illustration would soon be lost to the chisel.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
It is important to work on the whole project. Along with establishing the
eye contour and placement, I begin to include the lower feathers and
determine the chin line. Note the dark area I have colored to guide this
cut. Careful here as too much too soon can cause big problems later.

Once again I examine the project from both sides to be sure I am still on
track with proportions and intentional distortion. By cutting in the neck
depth, the face begins to take on its true 3D appearance. Note how the
right side is becoming much deeper creating the turn in the face.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
As the carving evolves, the process of locating and carving the eyes
begins. As long as I do not cut in the pupils, the eyes can be moved
closer or farther apart as needed. You will see that they will
eventually be closer. Bright shading in sunlight helps me gauge the
effect of the high relief.

Again, working the whole carving, I now move on to the “INDIANS”
lettering and lower feathers. I want the lines to be subtle and letters
to fade into the headdress as the letters are the feathers. The lower
feathers are of no particular pattern and serve to frame the face.
Note the neck still needs much more depth.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
The final details begin, cut in the hairline but most nerve racking of all is
the addition of the pupils. I wanted him looking back at you so I placed
the pupils in pencil until satisfied with his look…then concaved the eye
surface forming pupils…no going back from here.

His neck depth was ok so I added a neck decoration and spent much
time detailing the feathers. In the original sketch I had 1966 to be
carved on his chest but liked the plain look better. Some of the tools
used and chips cut. I estimate 60,000 chips.

SANBORN INDIAN…CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
After several hours of smoothing and removing imperfections, the final
surface is protected with varnish and wax. I place him beside a previous
bust to compare color, finish and 3D impact. The brass plate space was
recessed flush with the wood and plate inserted. The side views
demonstrate how distortion creates The High Relief Carving.

Concept and Completion

ABOUT THE SUBJECT
Sanborn Seminary’s main building was built in 1883 by Major Edward S. Sanborn
(died 1885) to serve as a secular secondary boarding school. The school ran
continuously until 1966 when it was sold to the Town of Kingston,
ending an era and making the Class of 1966 the last of Sanborn Seminary.
The Seminary was the centerpiece of a campus complex that originally included five
additional wood frame structures and a beach recreation area on nearby Greenwood
Pond.
The Seminary building was designed in the Victorian Gothic style popular at the
time of its construction. The architect is unknown. In preparation for the building's
100th anniversary in 1983, an exterior restoration project was completed, and the
building was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.

The carving was cut from a solid, one piece block of
Basswood approximately 12 x18 x 4.
All the work was done with hand tools only with the
exception of the eye pupil detail.
It entailed dozens of knives and gouges and hundreds of
knife sharpenings.
It generated an estimated 60,000 chips…one cut, one chip
and 10+hours of sanding, smoothing and finishing.
The final finish is a combination of multiple coats of
varnish and hard wax.
About 65-70 hours from Concept to Completion.

The campus became known as Sanborn Regional High School (1967) and served
students from the towns of Kingston, Newton, and Fremont . The last class at this
campus graduated in June 2006.
A new building for Sanborn Regional High School opened on August 28, 2006.
The bell tower was removed from the building's roof and located on the East Lawn
until 2006, when it was relocated to the new Sanborn Regional High School atrium.

Carved by Sumner Misenheimer,
graduate of the Class of 1966
www.wildlifeartisan.net

